
ICMI’s flagship course – the highest 
rated contact center management 
course in the industry.

Learn the fundamental principles of contact 
center management that equip professionals 
to build exceptional operations and careers. 
Walk away with a greater understanding of 
the modern contact center, along with the 
knowledge and tools to make lasting bottom-line 
impacts.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
• Directors

• Managers

• Supervisors

• Workforce Management Personnel

Essential Skills and Knowledge

WHAT ATTENDEES WILL LEARN
• Key contact center management principles, 

terms, definitions, and requirements.

• An effective and accurate planning process.

• How to reduce contact center costs and improve 
the bottom line.

• How to meet and measure service levels 
consistently.

• A guide to forecasting workloads and creating 
schedules.

• How to improve performance using accurate 
metrics and goals.

Course Duration: 2 Days
Delivery Methods:

 - Client Site Training - This course can be conveniently and economically delivered at your own facility.

 - Virtual Classroom - Live, interactive training with an instructor through an online learning platform.  ICMI.com/virtualclass

 - ICMI Training Symposium - Instructor-led classroom training featuring an intimate environment and networking. 
  ICMI.com/Symposiums

COURSE OUTLINE
MODULE 1
The Dynamic Contact Center Profession
• The 3 levels of value
• Customer access strategy
• The contact center profession

MODULE 2
The Planning and Management Process
• The 3 driving forces in the contact center
• The 9 step planning and management process
• Gathering data
• Understanding and utilizing metrics 
• Staffing and forecasting with accuracy
• The 6 immutable contact center laws
• Long-term staffing models

MODULE 3
Effective Real-Time Management and 
Recovery
• Moment-by-moment staffing
• The 3 keys to real-time management
• Reacting in advance
• Escalation planning and real-time alternatives

MODULE 4
Improving Quality and Productivity
• 7 important quality principles
• The relationship between service level and quality
• The customer interaction process
• Organizational and individual objectives

MODULE 5
Summary and Next Steps
• Characteristics of leading centers
• The power of one
• Tips for personal development
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Contact Center Strategy
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Highlight
Get the tools and direction necessary to develop and manage a contact center strategy and leadership process.
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Highlight
Apply the lessons of the world’s best  contact centers to transform your service and sales delivery systems. Walk away with techniques and strategies you can implement immediately to raise the value and efficiency of your operation.
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	•	Identify the contact center’s strategic direction
	•	Align the organization and contact center’s strategy, goals, and objectives
	•	Quantify and communicate the contact center’s value
	•	Integrate multiple customer contact channels into one strategic plan
	•	Use a strategic planning process model with tools to develop a contact center strategy
	•	Build a strong case for needed investments
	•	Identify a leader’s role in each step of strategic planning
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Strategic Planning Assessment, Goals, and Planning Process
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-Assessing your current strategic state-Setting personal goals-Introduction to the 7 step planning process
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Strategic Planning in Today's Environment	•	Establishing a shared vision 	        •	The 3 levels of contact center               value	•	Establishing a decision lens for   strategic decisions	•	Tools for supporting strategy and solidifying the relationship between contact center and organizational strategies.	•	The ingredients of a customer access strategy
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Turning Strategy Into Reality	•	The strategy-tactics continuum	•	A leader’s role in strategic planning	•	Building skills, knowledge, and leadership	•	Implementing operational plans and processes	•	Turning data into business intelligence	•	Categories of metrics 	•	Using dashboards	•	Strategic and tactical financial drivers	•	Capacity planning	•	Third party and contractor considerations	•	Business continuity planning and disaster recovery planning
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Innovation in a New Era
	•	A leader’s role in innovation and alignment
	•	The importance of risk
	•	Flawed thinking about failure
	•	Utilizing trends
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You’ll dive into each communication 
channel used by today’s customers and 
learn how each one is evolving, how to 
approach them, and how to create response 
time objectives for your organization.

You’ll gain an in-depth understanding 
of each factor that impacts quality, and 
learn how you can maximize quality in 
your own contact center.

Ready for the full course? 
Optimize your contact center and transform your career with ICMI’s Essential 
Skills and Knowledge. Register today!

Essential Skills and Knowledge

icmi.com     |     800.672.6177     |     icmi@icmi.com

AN EXCLUSIVE SNEAK PEAK

In this course, You’ll explore each step of this planning 
and management process - a proven method of 
efficiently and proactively optimizing contact center 
operations.
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QUALITY IS BUILT
AROUND CUSTOMER
EXPECTATIONS
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Are we using
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possible
resources?
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An effective contact center strategy starts with establishing an accurate and relevant vision, mission, and set of values. In this course you'll develop a solid foundation of objectives across each level of your operation.
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each touch point of the strategic planning process in depth.
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It takes the right data and the right direction to drive value in the contact center. In this course, you'll develop an understanding of how to make the most use of the data collected in your operation.
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Contact Center Strategy course
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vision, mission, and values graphic
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This graphic can be replaced with the 7 step strategic planning process graphic
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This graphic can be replaced with the "turning data into business intelligence" graphic
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Contact Center Strategy




